Gladstone Postdoctoral Milestones
Suggested guidelines to successfully complete postdoctoral training at Gladstone

- Project development plan
- Fellowship application
- Grant writing
- Scientific ethics and integrity
- Bioinformatics analyses training series
- Postdoc orientation
- myIDP
- Fellowship resources
- Scientific writing
- Funding life cycle
- Presentation skills
- Scientific leadership and management
- Networking
- Mentor training
- Business of science
- Career exploration series
- MIND program
- Effective résumé writing
- Career panels
- Write and publish scientific papers
- Present at conferences
- Write grants (K99, independent research awards, and fellowships)
- Negotiation skills
- Managing up
- Conflict resolution
- Trainee to tenure track
- Staff scientist
- Core managers
- Non-tenure faculty
- Industry research series
- ExCITE programs (non-bench roles)
- Entrepreneurship
- Teaching careers

Years of Postdoctoral Training
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